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Abstract
Poor early life care often relates to cognitive difficulties. However, newer work suggests that in

early-life, adversity may associate with enhanced or accelerated neurodevelopment. We examine

associations between postnatal caregiving risks (i.e., higher self-reported postnatal-anxiety and

lower observed maternal sensitivity) and infant relational memory (i.e., via deferred imitation and

relational binding). Using subsamples of 67–181 infants (aged 433–477 post-conceptual days, or

roughly five to seven months since birth) taking part in the GUSTO study, we found such postnatal

caregiving risk significantly predictive of “better” performance on a relational binding task following

a brief delay, after Bonferroni adjustments. Subsequent analyses suggest that the association

between memory and these risks may specifically be apparent among infants spending at least

50% of their waking hours in the presence of their mothers. Our findings echo neuroimaging

research concerning similar risk exposure and larger infant hippocampal volume, and likewise

underscore the importance of considering developmental context in understanding early life expe-

rience. With this in mind, these findings caution against the use of cognitive outcomes as indices

of experienced risk.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Research indicates comparatively poor quality early care predicts

delayed cognitive ability or impairment (Bernier, Carlson, Deschenes, &

Matte-Gagne, 2012; Bernier, Carlson, & Whipple, 2010; Fearon & Bel-

sky, 2004). Yet, early postnatal adversity does not always confer neuro-

developmental delays or deficits. For example, Gee and colleagues

(Gee et al., 2013) found that children who had been institutionally-

reared within their first eight years of life exhibited the early onset of

adolescent-like frontal-amygdala connectivity patterns, and that, among

children who had been exposed to such severe adversity, this connec-

tivity pattern associated with reduced concurrent anxiety. Likewise, in

some animal models, early postnatal adversity is associated with early

life learning patterns more typically observed at later stages (Moriceau,

Shionoya, Jakubs, & Sullivan, 2009; Sullivan & Holman, 2010; Thomas,

Caporale, Wu, & Wilbrecht, 2015). For example, though rat pups typi-

cally do not learn to avoid odors until postnatal Day 10, pups reared by

dams given insufficient bedding and food, and who were consequently

exposed to less species-specific positive parenting behaviors, exhibited

avoidance learning when tested on postnatal Day 8 (Moriceau et al.,

2009). Similarly, mice exposed to early and repeated postnatal separa-

tion exhibit difficulty with “reversal learning,” much like adult mice, but

not like their non-exposed counterparts. That is, compared to non-

separated pups, after learning an association between a specific reward

and odor, previously separated pups took longer to learn that the asso-

ciation had been changed, and that a new odor was now linked to

reward. In fact, the number of trials required until learning resembled

the number of trials necessary for reversal learning in adult mice. In

explaining their results, the authors (Thomas et al., 2015) suggest that

because the juvenile period is characterized by transition away from

mothers and, accordingly, a change in environments, good reversal

learning at this stage of development may increase survival and ulti-

mately the fitness of young mice as they move from a stable environ-

ment to a new one. In adulthood, however, once a territory is

established, perseverance may be beneficial to surviving transient

changes in conditions. Likewise, if young mice are exposed to maternal

signals linked to environmental instability, the early onset of persever-

ance may be to their advantage. In other words, among individuals

exposed to cues and conditions indicating less stability and controllabil-

ity, such “accelerated development,” may be a conditional adaptive

strategy, with neurodevelopment altered in ways that increase survival

and reproduction within expectable environments (Del Giudice, Ellis, &

Shirtcliff, 2011).

In humans, accelerated development may also occur in response to

comparatively poor, but still species-typical, variation in caregiving.

Although comparatively poor caregiving has sometimes been associ-

ated with decreased hippocampal volume (Engert et al., 2010; Luby

et al., 2012), within the GUSTO cohort study, we have found maternal

insensitivity related to larger offspring hippocampal volume at six

months (Rifkin-Graboi et al., 2015). Likewise, postnatal maternal anxi-

ety, a correlate of comparatively poor quality care (Murray et al., 2012;

Seymour, Giallo, Cooklin, & Dunning, 2015; Stein et al., 2012) associ-

ates with GUSTO six month olds’ hippocampal growth (Qiu et al.,

2013). These findings with infants are in keeping with Rao and col-

leagues (Rao et al., 2010) work where greater parental nurturance in

early childhood predicted smaller adolescent hippocampi. Noting these

cross-study inconsistencies, we (Rifkin-Graboi et al., 2015) have sug-

gested that the maturational time-course of the hippocampus must be

considered when interpreting results. Hippocampal growth occurs rap-

idly in infancy (Gilmore et al., 2012; Utsunomiya, Takano, Okazaki, &

Mitsudome, 1999), with a slower growth rate in childhood and adult-

hood (Goddings et al., 2014; Ostby et al., 2009; Wierenga et al., 2014).

Thus, we (Rifkin-Graboi et al., 2015) suggest differences in the direc-

tion of findings may be a consequence of the cross-sectional approach:

if adversity accelerates development, then in infancy it may predict a

positive association with hippocampal volume, in childhood null effects,

and in late life decreased volume. Although this is one possibility, many

questions concerning the role of maternal care upon infant neurodevel-

opment remain, including whether comparatively low quality postnatal

care similarly associates with “accelerated” cognitive functioning in six

month olds.

In the current work, we examine the association between compa-

ratively increased maternal caregiving adversity (i.e., lower maternal

sensitivity and/or higher maternal anxiety) and cognitive functioning,

assessed via GUSTO infants’ performance on two memory tasks—

deferred imitation and relational binding. Among adults, the hippocam-

pus is considered especially important to associative memory, or the

binding of information in time and space, essential to episodic memory

(Eichenbaum, 2004; Eichenbaum & Cohen, 2014; Shimamura, 2010).

Hippocampal activity has recently been linked to tracking relative social

positions between the self and other (Tavares et al., 2015). Adults and/

or adolescents with damaged hippocampi have difficulty with deferred

imitation paradigms, or the delayed production of observed actions and

action sequences (Adlam, Vargha-Khadem, Mishkin, & de Haan, 2005;

McDonough, Mandler, McKee, & Squire, 1995)—and as such, exhibit

difficulties linking an object with a specific action, and relatedly, object-

action pairs with one another. Hippocampal patients also have difficulty

in relational binding paradigms (Hannula et al., 2015; Yee, Hannula, Tra-

nel, & Cohen, 2014). Hippocampal patients fail to show a looking pref-

erence toward foreground images that were previously viewed

alongside a concurrently displayed background, as compared to familiar

foreground images that were previously displayed alongside a different

background (Hannula, Ryan, Tranel, & Cohen, 2007).

Though similar patient studies have not been conducted in infancy,

Jabes and Nelson (Jab�es & Nelson, 2015) note parallels between the

prolonged time-course of hippocampal development in infants and the

progression from simple recognition to relational memory abilities.

Relational memory may be observed in deferred imitation and rela-

tional binding paradigms, and evidence of memory during these tasks

begins to emerge around six months of age. As an example, when

tested one day later, six month olds who had watched an experimenter

produce a target sequence of behaviors the previous day produced sig-

nificantly more target actions than did infants not previously exposed

to the sequence (Barr, Dowden, & Hayne, 1996). In addition, GUSTO

six month olds have also been found to exhibit preferential looking

toward toys that were previously paired with the same audiovisual
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scenes, as compared to toys that were previously paired with other

audiovisual scenes, specifically in “Lag Two” trials, or trials occurring

after a short delay, over the entirety of the first second of captured

looking behavior (Chong, Richmond, Wong, Qiu, & Rifkin-Graboi,

2015).

Here, we consider whether, and in what manner, forms of early life

caregiving risk previously associated with infant hippocampal volume

(Qiu et al., 2013; Rifkin-Graboi et al., 2015) relate to infant memory.

Specifically, we examine the overall influence of both forms of post-

natal caregiving adversity, as well as independent predictions from

comparatively high maternal anxiety and comparatively low maternal

sensitivity, to deferred imitation and relational binding abilities, the lat-

ter especially in Lag Two conditions of short delay, in six-month old

infants taking part in the GUSTO study. In addition, since a theoretical

assumption embedded in our hypothesis is that the influence of mater-

nal sensitivity and maternal postnatal anxiety on neurodevelopment is

dependent on the experiences that children have in the presence of

their mothers, we examined whether the amount of time infants were

exposed to their mothers played a moderating role. Indeed, past

GUSTO research indicates that the amount of maternal exposure is

important in understanding the influence of postnatal maternal caregiv-

ing adversity on six month olds’ brain function, and that relations

between maternal caregiving adversity and infant right frontal EEG

asymmetry are only observed in dyads where infants spend at least

50% of their waking hours with their mothers (Wen et al., 2017).

2 | MATERIALS & METHODS

2.1 | Participants

Pregnant Singaporean citizens and Permanent Residents of Chinese,

Malay, and Indian ethnicity were recruited into the GUSTO cohort

study (Soh et al., 2013). At roughly six months of age for normal-term

infants, a subsample of these women and their babies were invited to

take part in a 2–3 h laboratory testing battery, with 439 attending. As

described by Cai and colleagues (Cai et al., 2015), we attempted to

schedule as many GUSTO dyads as possible, but priority in scheduling

was given to maximize (a) the participation of those who had taken

part in an earlier neuroimaging assessment; (b)economic diversity; and

(c) for reasons beyond the scope of the current study, those who had

been exposed to comparatively high or low intakes of breast milk. As

further described by Cai et al. (2015) infants were scheduled at times

of day when they were likely to be awake and alert, and were given

multiple breaks during the visit. The study visit included a mother–

infant observation period, tests of relational memory, and (not relevant

to the current study) attention and habituation tests.

All infants were also required to be singletons, not conceived via

IVF, and within 430–490 post-conceptual age (i.e., gestational age plus

days since birth) in days at the time of testing. They had to have usable

deferred imitation and/or relational binding task data (see below), cova-

riate data (post-conceptual age, antenatal anxiety, household income),

data concerning the time spent with their mothers, and data concerning

at least one of our two predictor variables (i.e., maternal sensitivity and

postnatal maternal anxiety). In total, 305 such infants had data covari-

ate, time-spent, and data on at least one predictor. Of these 305, 256

additionally had useable data (see Methods and Results below) for at

least one outcome measure. Sample sizes varied according to the spe-

cific analyses, based on the availability of data on outcome variables

(i.e., deferred imitation, relational binding), and predictor variables (i.e.,

postnatal maternal anxiety, maternal sensitivity).

The National Healthcare Group Domain Specific Review Board

and the Sing Health Centralized Institutional Review Board approved

the GUSTO study. All participating mothers provided informed

consent.

2.2 | Procedure

2.2.1 | Deferred imitation

The deferred imitation task was modeled after the puppet task that

was designed by Barr et al. (1996). It began shortly after infants arrived

at the center. Infants were held firmly at the hips while seated on a

caregiver’s laps. During a baseline phase, infants were given 90 s to

interact with a puppet, created for the experiment, with a removable

paw mitten. After baseline, the experimenter demonstrated three tar-

get behaviors (1. remove mitten; 2. shake mitten; 3. replace mitten) six

times over 60 s. The test phase occurred in the same room as demon-

stration and after a 2–3 h delay, during which infants took part in other

tasks. Infants had 90 s to display imitation. If infants did not display imi-

tation at baseline nor at test, experimenters conducted a “manipulation

check.” During this manipulation check, they (again) demonstrated the

target behaviors and allowed the infant immediate access to the pup-

pet. This was repeated up to six times, or until the infant removed the

mitten.

Similar to Barr et al. (1996) researchers identified instances of

removing, shaking, and (trying to) replace during the baseline and test

phases. Due to concerns that some infants may have lacked the motor

ability to remove the mitten, only infants who demonstrated pulling

during baseline, test, or the manipulation check were included in the

current analyses. To be consistent with our use of categorical out-

comes in the relational binding task (see “Statistical Analyses” below),

and because the vast majority of infants who displayed target behavior

only showed one of the three possible target behaviors (see Results,

Descriptives), within the current study, we collapsed scores of one to

three into one categorical outcome. Thus, here, infants either received

a score of zero or one depending on whether they displayed any of the

target behaviors or not.

2.2.2 | Relational memory

The GUSTO relational binding task is described by Chong et al. (2015)

and was adapted from Richmond and Nelson’s (2009) infant eye-

tracking paradigm. It was administered in counterbalanced order with

two other eye-tracking tasks (i.e., habituation and visual expectation),

but occurred after the deferred memory demonstration and before an

electrophysiology task, the mother–infant observational session, and

deferred imitation testing. During relational binding, infants were

seated on a caregiver’s lap or in adjustable highchairs roughly 60 cm
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away from a Tobii eye-tracker. The paradigm was presented with E-

Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA). Fixations

of at least 200 ms were captured.

Each relational binding trial began with a fixation cross and then

the presentation of an audiovisual scene—i.e., a scenic background

accompanied by a German folk song. After 3 s, a child’s toy was super-

imposed on the audiovisual scene, and the toy-audiovisual scene pair-

ing remained on the screen for 5 s. This procedure was repeated two

more times per trial, but with two unique combinations of audiovisual

scenes and toys. After the third audio-visual pairing, one of the three

previously viewed audiovisual slides was presented for 3 s, and then all

three of the trial’s toys were superimposed onto the one audiovisual

scene for 5 s. This procedure was repeated, with new combinations of

audiovisual scenes and toys for a total of up to 12 times, with half the

scheduled test trials consisting of toys superimposed on the first of the

three encoding audiovisual scenes (i.e., Lag Two trials) and the other

half consisting of toys superimposed on the last of the three encoding

audiovisual scenes (i.e., Lag Zero trials). Thus, Lag Two trials represent

testing after a short delay/interference and Lag Zero testing immedi-

ately after pairing.

Here, we consider individual infant looking behavior by taking an

average of the proportion of time spent looking at test toward the

“matched” toy across trials in which infants exhibited at least one fixa-

tion, separately for Lag Zero and Lag Two trials across the first second

of captured looking behavior. Fixations were said to occur when infants

looked to a location for at least 200 ms, without shifting their gaze by

50 pixels per sample collection (Chong et al., 2015). Because three toys

were superimposed on the test audiovisual scene, we consider

preferential-looking behavior toward the match to have occurred when

the across-trial average looking toward the match was greater than

chance, or 33% of the time. This is consistent with past infant relational

binding work investigating the ontogeny of relational memory (Chong

et al., 2015; Richmond & Nelson, 2009; Richmond & Power, 2014)

which tests whether infants of a given age look at the matched super-

imposed image significantly more than 33% of the time, and interprets

significant results as evidence of relational memory.

2.2.3 | Maternal anxiety

The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory [STAI, Form Y-2 (Spielberger, 1983)]

was administered to mothers at 26 weeks of pregnancy and at three

months postnatal. Hot-deck nearest neighbor imputation was applied

to cases missing no more than one question. The STAI consists of 20-

item “state” and “trait” subscales. Given the aforementioned investiga-

tion of trait anxiety and hippocampal volume (Qiu et al., 2013), here,

we focus upon trait anxiety. Trait-anxiety has a 95% confidence inter-

val of 32.46–35.55 among pregnant Singaporean women without anxi-

ety disorders, in comparison to 37.54–45.66 and 38.13–52.87 among,

respectively, those with anxiety disorders and anxiety comorbid with

depression (Thiagayson et al., 2013).

2.2.4 | Maternal sensitivity

Mother–infant dyads took part in a 15-min recorded observational ses-

sion as described by Rifkin-Graboi et al. (2015). Maternal sensitivity

was assessed via the Revised Mini-A short for of the Maternal Behav-

ioral Q Sort V [Mini-MBQS-V (Moran, 2009; Moran, Pederson, &

Bento, 2009)]. In this Q sort, 25 descriptors are force-sorted into five

piles, according to whether they are very like (i.e., five) or very unlike

(i.e., one) the mother’s behavior. Descriptors include statements rele-

vant to synchrony between maternal and infant behavioral pace, pro-

motion of autonomy, attention to the infant, and degree of harshness

or praise in the interactions. Correlating the profile of observed ratings

with that of a “prototypically sensitive” mother results in a global sensi-

tivity score. Thus, maternal behavior may receive a score of “11”

(highly sensitive) to “21.” Across approximately 15% (n564) of usable

GUSTO video recordings (n5434), coders received an intraclass corre-

lation of r50.856. Past work (Pederson & Moran, 1995) indicates that

maternal sensitivity among mothers of infants in secure attachment

relationships has a M50.58 and SD50.31. Higher rates of maternal

sensitivity have been linked to secure parent–child attachment rela-

tionships worldwide, including Asia (e.g., Ding, Xu, Wang, Li, & Wang,

2012).

2.2.5 | Maternal exposure

The percentage of time infants spent with their mothers was assessed

via a semi-structured interviewer administered maternal report. Moth-

ers were asked to think about a typical week over the last month, and

to indicate with whom their infant spent time daily and when the baby

typically slept (naps and overnight sleeping). The percentage of infants’

time spent in the presence of their mothers, when they were either

awake or taking naps (but not during overnight sleeping), was calcu-

lated. As Wen and colleagues (2017) previously observed a threshold-

like response with regards to maternal exposure (e.g., maternal sensitiv-

ity only predicted EEG asymmetry when children spent at least 50% of

their time or more with their mothers), here percentage time spent

with the mother was dichotomized to reflect below 50% exposure and

50% or above exposure.

2.2.6 | Household income

Household income was assessed antenatally. Because questions about

income are quite delicate in the local culture, rather than being asked

to provide exact income information, mothers were asked to choose

the category (i.e., A: >999; B: 1,000–1,999 per month; C: 2,000–

3,999; D: 4,000–5,999; or E: above 6,000) that best described their

monthly household income in Singapore Dollars (SGD). As a reference,

in 2009, one USD was approximately equivalent to 1.45 SGD. In 2009,

according to the Singapore Department of Statistics, the median Singa-

porean monthly income was 5,600 SGD.

2.3 | Statistical analyses

A series of stepwise logistic regression models were used to determine

whether postnatal maternal caregiving risk (i.e., postnatal maternal trait

anxiety and maternal sensitivity) predicted memory performance, and if

these predictions were qualified by interactions with maternal expo-

sure. Logistic, rather than linear, regressions, were utilized as these are

more appropriate given the nature of the outcome variables in our
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study, though the interested reader may refer to Supporting Informa-

tion, Table 6 for results when outcomes were defined in a continuous

manner.

Our rationale for utilizing logistic, rather than linear, was twofold.

First, in the case of deferred imitation, we were concerned that linear

regression parameters may be biased as a result of this outcome vari-

able having few categories. Second, in the case of relational binding,

we considered the possibility that linear increases in looking may not

necessarily indicate more efficient learning and memory (Colombo,

1995). Indeed, within our own past GUSTO research (Chong et al.,

2015), we have speculated that longer looking may sometimes indicate

greater difficulty with the relational binding task. For example, whilst

looking above 33% can be considered evidence of memory, it is unclear

whether looking 45% of the time to the correctly matched image indi-

cates poorer memory than looking at the image 95% of the time does,

or if, rather less, but still above-chance, looking indicates more efficient

memory and flexibility in attention. Because of this uncertainty, we felt

the most reasonable approach was to treat the relational binding data

dichotomously, using a 33% looking-behavior cutoff.

2.3.1 | Logistic regressions including both postnatal anxiety

and maternal sensitivity

Within these samples, we investigated the effects of postnatal caregiv-

ing adversity in stepwise logistic regression models across three out-

comes. These outcomes were: presence or absence of target actions in

deferred imitation; above-chance looking during Lag Zero relational

binding trials; and above-chance looking during Lag Two relational

binding trials.

The first block of the models consisted of maternal exposure as

well as covariates (i.e., antenatal maternal anxiety, antenatal assessed

household income, post-conceptual age, duration of breast milk expo-

sure). Because infancy is a time of rapid development, we included age

of post-conceptual age at testing (in days) in all our models. We chose

post-conceptual age, here defined as the combination of gestational

age and age since birth, rather than age since birth alone, as past work

suggests that infants born at a comparatively early gestational age may

show neurocognitive patterns similar to later born infants tested closer

to their date of birth (Leppanen et al., 2004). In addition, we entered

antenatal anxiety, breastfeeding, and household income in this “covari-

ate block” based on our own and/or others’ research suggesting that

these influence brain and/or cognitive development (Cai et al., 2015;

Noble, Houston, Kan, & Sowell, 2012; Qiu et al., 2013; Rifkin-Graboi

et al., 2015), as well as inter-correlations between them and postnatal

variables within the current study (see Table 2). For example, with

regards to our past GUSTO research, we have found opposing influen-

ces of antenatal and postnatal maternal adversity upon infant neurode-

velopment (Qiu et al., 2013). In addition, we observed positive

associations with infant memory and breast-milk exposure (Cai et al.,

2015), which is frequently delivered by bottles, and not direct feeding

within the local culture. Furthermore, for models involving deferred

imitation as an outcome, we included the presence of any target

behaviors during baseline into a second “covariate” block. Predictors

and covariates were mean-centered.

Then, following the entry of covariate blocks, our postnatal care-

giving adversity variables (i.e., postnatal maternal anxiety and maternal

sensitivity) were entered together within a “Postnatal Caregiving

Adversity Block”). In the Results section, for each logistic regression we

report the Chi Squares for the “Postnatal Caregiving Adversity Block.”

These Chi Squares reflect whether the block predicts the odds of bet-

ter memory performance over and above preceding covariate blocks.

Because these models address our primary question of interest, and

are repeated across three outcome variables, we evaluated whether

the significance levels associated with the Chi Squares, specifically, for

the Postnatal Caregiving Adversity blocks in these overall models

passed Bonferroni adjustment (i.e., p value/number of outcomes, 0.05/

350.017).

Finally, in the last block (i.e., the “Interaction Block”) we entered

two interaction terms: sensitivity in interaction with the amount of

TABLE 1 Predictor and covariate descriptives

Cases with deferred
imitation data (n5 184)

Cases with relational
binding Lag Zero data
(n5190)

Cases with relational
binding Lag Two data
(n5184)

Cases meeting perinatal
inclusion criteria (n5305)

Mean (SD) Min, max Mean (SD) Min, max Mean (SD) Min, max Mean (SD) Min, max

Maternal sensitivity 0.23 (0.43) 20.72, 0.85 0.24 (0.42) 20.72, 0.90 0.25 (0.42) 20.72, 0.90 0.23 (0.43) 20.72, 0.90

Antenatal maternal anxiety 35.56 (8.64) 20, 60 36.53 (9.74) 20, 60 36.68 (9.90) 20, 60 36.60 (8.90) 20, 60

Postnatal maternal anxiety 36.82 (10.11) 20, 61 37.01 (10.28) 20, 72 37.03 (10.35) 20, 72 36.88 (9.87) 20, 72

Household income category 3.79 (1.03) 2, 5 3.73 (1.08) 1, 5 3.71 (1.08) 1, 5 3.75 (1.09) 1, 5

Percentage of infant’s time
spent with the mother

61.66 (30.23) 0, 100 61.69 (31.49) 0, 100 62.7 (31.48) 0, 100 61.30 (30.93) 0, 100

Post-conceptual age at
testing in days

458.19(9.07) 433,477 456.57(8.43) 433,477 456.61(8.55) 433,477 457.19(8.87) 433,479

Breastfeeding duration 3.09(1.50) 1,5 3.03(1.49) 1,5 3.06(1.50) 1,5 3.09(1.49) 1,5

Note: When the percentage of time spent with the mother was examined categorically the following number of infants spent <50% of their time with
their mothers: 88 (47.8%) deferred imitation; 92 (48.4%) relational binding Lag Zero; 85 (46.2%); 150 (49.2%) infants otherwise meeting criteria regard-
less of available outcome data.
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TABLE 3 Maternal caregiving adversity and deferred imitation (n5131)

Block one (covariates)
Block two (deferred
imitation baseline)

Block three (postnatal
caregiving adversity)

Block four (postnatal
caregiving adversity
interaction with
maternal exposure)

Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR

Maternal exposure 0.200 0.186 1.221 0.196 0.187 1.216 0.198 0.187 1.219 0.208 0.189 1.231

Antenatal anxiety 20.029 0.022 0.971 20.030 0.022 0.970 20.028 0.028 0.972 20.025 0.028 0.976

Household income 20.130 0.215 0.878 20.126 0.215 0.882 20.130 0.218 0.878 20.129 0.221 0.879

Post-conceptual age 0.020 0.021 1.021 0.021 0.021 1.021 0.021 0.021 1.021 0.018 0.021 1.018

Breastfeeding duration 0.077 0.143 1.080 0.076 0.143 1.079 0.071 0.145 1.074 0.049 0.146 1.051

Baseline presence
of behavior

20.155 0.399 0.857 20.154 0.403 0.857 20.154 0.406 0.857

Postnatal anxiety 20.001 0.022 0.999 20.007 0.023 0.993

Maternal sensitivity 0.089 0.452 1.093 0.065 0.457 1.067

Postnatal anxiety *
maternal exposure

20.026 0.018 0.975

Maternal sensitivity *
Maternal exposure

20.059 0.438 0.943

22LL 173.980 173.830 173.785 171.762

Omnibus test of block X254.859, df5 5, p 50.433 X25 0.150, df51, p 50.698 X250.045, df5 2, p50.978 X25 2.023, df 52, p50.364

Nagelkerke R2 0.049 0.050 0.051 0.071

Hosmer and Lemeshow
test p value

0.890 0.781 0.928 0.181

Classification accuracy 62.6 61.8 61.8 57.3

Uncorrected p’s: †p<0.10, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

TABLE 2 Correlation matrix of predictors and covariates among cases meeting perinatal inclusion criteria

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1. Maternal sensitivity –

2. Antenatal maternal anxiety 20.073 –

3. Postnatal maternal anxiety 20.107 0.650** –

4. Household income 0.245*** 20.325*** 20.138† –

5. Percentage of infant’s time spent with the mother 20.055 0.046 0.076 20.265*** –

6. Post-conceptual age at testing in days 0.064 20.027 0.025 0.124* 20.011 –

7. Breastfeeding duration 0.158* 20.186*** 20.107 0.391*** 0.175** 0.095 –

8. Dummy coded deferred imitation test target production 0.079 20.091 20.074 20.024 0.054 0.033 0.032

9. Dummy coded Lag Zero relational binding 0.006 0.034 0.036 20.165* 0.002 20.078 20.063

10. Dummy coded Lag Two relational binding 20.189* 20.066 0.161† 0.077 0.073 20.108 0.130†

Uncorrected p’s: *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001; †p<0.100. Values are not adjusted for covariates and represent simple associations via Pearson r
correlations. Cognitive testing outcomes were dummy coded. The sample size in the analysis comparing maternal sensitivity with postnatal anxiety is
181. In analyses examining the relation between covariates and sensitivity n5241; The n in correlations involving covariates and maternal postnatal
anxiety is 196. N’s for the correlations between covariates are n5256. The n’s in correlations assessing deferred imitation and sensitivity, anxiety, and
covariates are, respectively, n5173, n5142, n5184. The n’s in correlations assessing Relational Binding Lag Zero and sensitivity, anxiety, and covari-
ates are, respectively, n5181, n5139, n5190. The n’s in correlations assessing deferred imitation and sensitivity, anxiety, and covariates are, respec-
tively, n5 174, n5 133, n5 184.
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time spent with one’s mother; anxiety in interaction with the amount

of time spent with one’s mother.

2.3.2 | Logistic regressions including postnatal maternal

anxiety or maternal sensitivity

To increase sample sizes in the analyses, and better understand the

nature of the individual measures of postnatal caregiving adversity, we

repeated the above three regressions, limiting each regression to one

predictor. Thus, an additional six logistic regressions were performed,

identical to those described above, except that the Postnatal Adversity

Block contained only postnatal maternal anxiety or maternal sensitivity

scores. When results suggested a potential (i.e., p<0.10) moderating

effect of maternal exposure, regressions were repeated after dividing

the sample into those who spent at least 50% of their waking hours

with their mothers versus those infants who did not.

Within Tables 3–9, and Supporting Information, Tables 2–5, we

report the Odd Ratios (OR’s) and unadjusted significance values (p val-

ues) associated with all the covariates and predictors within the “cova-

riate,” “adversity” and “interaction” blocks of the logistic regressions.

3 | RESULTS

3.1 | Descriptives and inter-correlations

Predictor and covariate descriptors are displayed in Table 1. Inter-

correlations between covariates, predictors, and with outcomes can be

found in Table 2 (see Appendix Table 1 for associations with

continuous outcome measures). Deferred imitation data was not signif-

icantly related to either aspect of the relational binding task when

examined categorically (i.e., demonstrated behavior or not, performed

above 33% preferential looking or not; DF and RB Lag Zero:

X252.877, p50.090, n 5120; DF and RB Lag Two X251.352,

p50.245, n5116). It was also not related to either aspect of the rela-

tional binding task when the variables were defined continuously. That

is, how many types of exhibited behavior (i.e., pull, shake, replace) in

deferred imitation did not significantly relate to the percentage of look-

ing toward the target in the relational binding task (RB Lag Zero:

r520.041, p50.653, n5120; RB Lag Two: r520.096, p 50.308, n

5116). Likewise, the number of sequence pairs (i.e., pull-then-shake,

shake-then-replace) performed during deferred imitation did not signifi-

cantly relate to the percentage of looking toward the target in the rela-

tional binding tasks (RB Lag Zero: r50.047, p50.613, n5120; RB

Lag Two: r520.059, p50.529, n5116). Finally, RB Lag Zero and RB

Lag Two were not significantly correlated with one another when

assessed categorically (i.e., above and below 33% preferential looking,

X250.011, p50.917, n5182), nor continuously (r 5-0.082,

p50.272, n5182).

Of the 305 infants with available covariate and predictor data, 184

cases provided useable deferred imitation data. Fifty-one cases were

not included because they did not exhibit pulling behavior at any time

point (i.e., baseline, testing, or manipulation check) and it was thus

unclear whether their nil behavior reflected lack of memory or, for

example, lack of interest or motor ability. In addition, another 40 cases

TABLE 4 Maternal caregiving adversity and relational binding Lag Zero (n5130)

Block one (covariates)
Block two (postnatal caregiving
adversity)

Block three (postnatal
caregiving adversity interaction
with maternal exposure)

Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR

Maternal exposure 0.087 0.195 1.091 0.078 0.197 1.081 0.066 0.199 1.068

Antenatal anxiety 0.002 0.019 1.002 20.005 0.026 0.995 20.010 0.027 .991

Household income 20.248 0.201 0.781 20.284 0.205 0.753 20.274 0.206 .760

Post-conceptual age 20.033 0.022 0.968 20.033 0.022 0.968 20.031 0.023 .970

Breastfeeding duration 20.079 0.137 0.924 20.099 0.138 0.906 20.107 0.140 .898

Postnatal anxiety 0.010 0.024 1.010 0.015 0.025 1.015

Maternal sensitivity 0.492 0.461 1.635 0.511 0.464 1.666

Postnatal anxiety *
maternal exposure

0.017 0.018 1.017

Maternal sensitivity *
maternal exposure

0.092 0.456 1.097

22LL 170.907 169.619 168.712

Omnibus test of block X256.222, df5 5, p5 0.285 X25 1.289, df52, p5 0.525 X25 0.907, df52, p5 0.635

Nagelkerke R2 0.063 0.075 0.084

Hosmer and Lemeshow
test p value

0.045 0.011 0.567

Classification accuracy 62.3 68.5 64.6

Uncorrected p’s: †p<0.10, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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were excluded because infants did not exhibit pulling during the base-

line or test conditions and the manipulation check phase was not prop-

erly conducted. Thirty cases were not included for reasons such as

technical/recording errors, excessive fussiness or disinterest making it

impossible to complete task administration, early departure from the

laboratory, experimenter error causing the infants’ behavior to be unin-

terpretable. Of the cases with useable data 72 did not (39.1%) produce

any target behaviors after the delay; 75 (40.8%) demonstrated pulling;

20 (10.9%) demonstrated pulling and shaking, but not trying to replace;

7 (3.8%) demonstrated pulling and trying to replace/replacing the

TABLE 5 Maternal caregiving adversity and relational binding Lag Two (n5123)

Block one (covariates)
Block two (postnatal caregiving
adversity)

Block three (postnatal caregiving
adversity interaction with mater-
nal exposure)

Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR

Maternal exposure 0.175 0.198 1.192 0.101 0.210 1.106 0.196 0.223 1.217

Antenatal anxiety 0.002 0.020 1.002 -0.062* 0.031 0.940 0.071* 0.033 0.931

Household income 20.100 0.209 0.905 20.163 0.225 0.849 0.164 0.237 0.849

Post-conceptual age -0.041† 0.024 0.960 -0.049† 0.025 0.952 0.051† 0.026 0.950

Breastfeeding duration 0.271† 0.147 1.311 0.319* 0.158 1.376 0.303† 0.164 1.354

Postnatal anxiety 0.079** 0.029 1.082 0.092** 0.031 1.097

Maternal sensitivity -1.003† 0.527 0.367 1.178* 0.584 0.308

Postnatal anxiety * maternal exposure 0.038† 0.021 1.039

Maternal sensitivity * maternal exposure 1.285* 0.547 0.277

22LL 160.235 148.659 139.447

Omnibus test of block X257.332, df55, p50.197 X25 11.576**, df52, p5 0.003 X259.212*, df52, p50.010

Nagelkerke R2 0.078 0.192 0.275

Hosmer and Lemeshow test p value 0.051 0.738 0.782

Classification accuracy 57.7 68.3 68.3

Uncorrected p’s: †p<0.10, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

TABLE 6 Maternal sensitivity and relational binding Lag Two (n5174)

Block one (covariates) Block two (maternal sensitivity)

Block three (maternal
sensitivity interaction with
maternal exposure)

Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR

Maternal exposure 0.059 0.168 1.061 0.075 0.172 1.078 0.127 0.177 1.136

Antenatal anxiety 20.010 0.016 0.990 20.008 0.017 0.992 20.006 0.017 0.994

Household income 0.070 0.169 1.072 0.168 0.177 1.183 0.180 0.179 1.197

Post-conceptual age -0.032† 0.019 0.968 20.032 0.019 0.969 20.031 0.020 0.970

Breastfeeding duration 0.147 0.121 1.159 0.172 0.125 1.188 0.166 0.126 1.181

Maternal sensitivity -1.139** 0.406 0.320 -1.088* 0.420 0.337

Maternal sensitivity *
maternal exposure

-0.801* 0.405 0.449

22LL 232.388 223.967 219.967

Omnibus test of block X2 5 6.038, df55, p5 0.303 X2 5 8.421, df51, p 50.004** X2 5 4.000*, df5 1, p5 0.046

Nagelkerke R2 0.046 0.107 0.135

Hosmer and Lemeshow
test p value

0.950 0.519 0.870

Classification accuracy 56.9 60.9 62.1

Uncorrected p’s: †p<0.10, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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mitten, but not shaking; and 10 (5.43%) demonstrated pulling, shaking,

and trying to replace/replacing the mitten. As noted, the majority of

infants who evidenced memory exhibited only the “pulling” target

behavior (i.e., 75/113 infants). A paired t test revealed that even when

dichotomously assessed, children were more likely to produce target

behavior following the delay than during baseline, t(1,183)526.037,

p<0.001.

With regards to the relational binding task, 190 infants demon-

strated at least one fixation during Lag Zero trials and 184 infants did

so during Lag Two. Of these, 100 (52.6%) did not exhibit preferential

looking toward the matched stimuli during Lag Zero and 78 (42.4%) did

not exhibit preferential looking toward the matched stimuli during Lag

Two. Similar to our previous report (Chong et al., 2015), within the cur-

rent sample’s infants, a one-sample t test revealed that infants did not

look significantly more than 33% of the time toward the matched stim-

uli during Lag Zero’s first second, t(189)50.497, p50.620. In contrast,

and also similar to Chong et al. (2015), infants did show significant pref-

erential looking during Lag Two trials, t(183)54.677, p<0.001.

TABLE 7 Sensitivity and RB Lag Two among infants who do and do not spend at least 50% of their time with their mothers

Infants who do not spend 50% or more time with
their mothers (n 578)

Infants who spend 50% or more time with their
mothers (n596)

Block one (covariates)
Block two (maternal
sensitivity) Block one (covariates)

Block two (maternal
sensitivity)

Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR

Antenatal anxiety -0.063* 0.030 0.939 -0.064* 0.031 0.938 0.022 0.021 1.023 0.033 0.022 1.034

Household income 20.322 0.312 0.725 20.303 0.317 0.738 0.293 0.212 1.341 0.509* 0.237 1.663

Post-conceptual age 20.045 0.031 0.956 20.046 0.031 0.955 20.028 0.026 0.972 20.022 0.028 0.978

Breastfeeding duration 0.319 0.207 1.376 0.327 0.208 1.387 20.004 0.161 0.996 0.000 0.174 1.000

Maternal sensitivity 20.232 0.647 0.793 -2.050** 0.599 0.129

22LL 96.695 96.565 127.176 112.855

Omnibus test of block X2510.614, df5 4, p50.031 X25 0.129, df51, p50.719 X253.860, df5 4, p50.425 X25 14.321, df51, p<0.000

Nagelkerke R2 0.171 0.172 0.053 0.232

Hosmer and Lemeshow
test p value

0.531 0.383 0.706 0.814

Classification accuracy 70.5 71.8 62.5 64.6

Uncorrected p’s: †p<0.10, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

TABLE 8 Maternal postnatal anxiety and relational binding Lag Two (n5133)

Block one (covariates) Block two (postnatal anxiety)
Block three (postnatal anxiety inter-
action with maternal exposure)

Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR

Maternal exposure 0.164 0.191 1.178 0.093 0.199 1.097 0.110 0.201 1.116

Antenatal anxiety 0.005 0.020 1.005 20.048 0.029 0.953 -0.055† 0.030 0.946

Household income 20.098 0.202 0.906 20.178 0.212 0.837 20.153 0.215 0.858

Post-conceptual age 20.035 0.022 0.965 -0.037† 0.023 0.963 20.034 0.023 0.966

Breastfeeding duration 0.273† 0.140 1.314 0.265† 0.146 1.303 0.250† 0.147 1.284

Postnatal anxiety 0.069* 0.027 1.071 0.080** 0.029 1.083

Postnatal anxiety *
maternal exposure

0.035† 0.020 1.035

22LL 172.126 165.201 162.048

Omnibus test of block X257.524, df5 5, p50.185 X256.925**, df51, p50.008 X253.153†, df5 1, p50.076

Nagelkerke R2 0.074 0.139 0.167

Hosmer and Lemeshow
test p value

0.394 0.769 0.399

Classification accuracy 59.4 68.4 69.9

Uncorrected p’s: †p<0.10, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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3.2 | Maternal caregiving adversity and infant

deferred imitation

The postnatal adversity block did not significantly predict an increase in

the odds of any target production during deferred imitation, nor was

the interaction between maternal exposure and maternal caregiving

adversity significant (see Table 3). Likewise, when sensitivity and post-

natal anxiety were entered into separate models, neither of these varia-

bles directly, or in interaction with maternal exposure, significantly

predicted the production of target behavior at test (See Supporting

Information, Tables 2 and 3).

3.3 | Maternal caregiving adversity and infant

relational binding under no delay (Lag Zero)

The postnatal adversity block did not significantly predict increased

odds of preferential looking during RB Lag Zero, nor was the interac-

tion between maternal exposure and maternal caregiving adversity sig-

nificant (see Table 4). However, these results must be treated with

caution as the Hosmer and Lemeshow test indicated that the caregiv-

ing adversity (p50.011) block did not fit the data well. The model was

therefore repeated after omitting maternal exposure and its interaction

with caregiving adversity. This resulted in a better fit to the data

(Hosmer and Lemeshow tests for the Caregiving Block: p50.069),

though, the contribution of the caregiving adversity block remained

non-significant (p50.514). When sensitivity was entered into separate

model, it did not directly nor in interaction with maternal exposure pre-

dict Lag Zero preferential looking (see Supporting Information, Table 4).

However, once again, the Hosmer and Lemeshow test indicated that

the sensitivity (p50.042) and interaction (p50.008) blocks were not

good fits. The model was therefore repeated without including mater-

nal exposure or its interaction with sensitivity. Fit was somewhat

improved for the Sensitivity Block (Hosmer and Lemeshow for the

Sensitivity Block: p50.108), however the impact of the sensitivity

block remained not significant (i.e., p50.542). Finally, in the model

including postnatal maternal anxiety and its interaction with maternal

exposure, neither the Anxiety Block nor the Interaction Block signifi-

cantly predicted Lag Zero preferential looking (see Supporting Informa-

tion, Table 5).

3.4 | Maternal adversity and infant relational binding

with delay and interference (Lag Two)

The postnatal adversity block significantly predicted increased odds of

above chance looking during Relational Binding with Delay and Inter-

ference (X2511.576, df52, p50.003), even when assessed against

the corrected Bonferroni value of p50.016 (see Table 5). Still, these

associations may be qualified by an interaction with maternal exposure,

given the decrease in the 2LL from the Postnatal Caregiving Adversity

Block to the Interaction Block (i.e., 148.659 to 139.447) and the results

from the Chi Square of the Interaction Block (X259.212, df52,

p50.01).

When the models were repeated, specifically examining sensitivity

and its interaction with maternal exposure, sensitivity exhibited an OR

of 0.320 (uncorrected p50.005) in the Sensitivity block, and an OR of

0.337 (uncorrected p50.01) in the block also considering the interac-

tion with maternal exposure (see Table 6). As with the more general

Caregiving Adversity model above, statistics indicated that maternal

exposure may moderate the effects of sensitivity on Lag Two preferen-

tial looking. The 2LL decreased from 223.967 to 219.967, the Chi

Square of the Interaction Block was X254.000, df51, p50.046, and

the OR of the interaction term was 0.449 (p50.048).

Thus, to better understand the interaction, the Sensitivity Model

was performed separately among infants based on maternal exposure

(see Table 7). Among infants who spent at least 50% of their time with

TABLE 9 Postnatal anxiety and RB Lag Two among infants who do and do not spend at least 50% of their time with their mothers

Infants who do not spend 50% or more time with their
mothers (n566)

Infants who spend 50% or more time with their mothers
(n567)

Block one (covariates) Block two (postnatal anxiety) Block one (covariates) Block two (postnatal anxiety)

Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR Beta SE OR

Antenatal anxiety 20.036 0.032 0.965 -0.099* 0.050 0.906 0.040 0.028 1.041 20.017 0.041 0.983

Household income 20.254 0.310 0.776 20.364 0.328 0.695 0.107 0.279 1.113 0.039 0.292 1.040

Post-conceptual age 20.027 0.031 0.973 20.033 0.033 0.967 20.049 0.034 0.953 20.039 0.034 0.962

Breastfeeding duration 0.298 0.208 1.347 0.251 0.218 1.285 0.160 0.201 1.174 0.189 0.209 1.208

Postnatal anxiety 0.070† 0.038 1.072 0.085† 0.044 1.089

22LL 85.399 81.739 82.397 78.197

Omnibus test of block X255.550, df5 4, p50.235 X25 3.660†, df51, p5 0.056 X255.022, df54, p50.285 X254.200*, df51, p50.040

Nagelkerke R2 0.108 0.174 0.099 0.176

Hosmer and Lemeshow
test p value

0.101 0.483 0.472 0.889

Classification accuracy 68.2 63.6 65.7 68.7

Uncorrected p’s: †p<0.10, *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
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their mothers, the Sensitivity Block was highly significant (X2514.321,

df51, p<0.001), and the OR for sensitivity (i.e., 0.129, p50.001) indi-

cated that higher levels of sensitivity predicted less likelihood of prefer-

ential looking to the matched object. In contrast, among infants who

did not spend at least 50% of their time with their mothers, maternal

sensitivity was not significantly related to preferential looking.

To ensure that these findings could not be attributed to differen-

ces in antenatal anxiety or sensitivity levels among mothers in the two

groups we additionally performed independent samples t tests examin-

ing antenatal and postnatal anxiety within this subsample. Mothers

who did versus did not spend at least 50% of their time with their

infants did not significantly differ on levels of antenatal anxiety nor

sensitivity, respectively, t(172)5-0.643, p50.521 and t(172)50.066,

p50.947.

Results were somewhat similar for postnatal maternal anxiety.

When the models were repeated, specifically examining postnatal anxi-

ety and its interaction with maternal exposure, postnatal maternal anxi-

ety exhibited an OR of 1.071 (uncorrected p50.012) in the Anxiety

block, and an OR of 1.083 (uncorrected p50.005) in the block also

considering the interaction with maternal exposure (see Table 8). Sta-

tistics tentatively suggested that maternal exposure may moderate the

effects of postnatal anxiety on Lag Two preferential looking. The 2LL

decreased from 165.201 to 162.048 across the Maternal Postnatal

Anxiety and Interaction Blocks. The Chi Square of the Interaction Block

was X2 53.153, df51, p50.076, and the OR of the interaction term

was 1.035 (p50.082). Thus, the Postnatal Anxiety Model was per-

formed separately among infants based on maternal exposure (see

Table 9). Among infants who spent at least 50% of their time with their

mothers, the Postnatal Anxiety Block was significant (X2 54.200,

df51, p50.040) and the OR of postnatal anxiety was 1.089

(p50.052) suggesting that among these infants more postnatal anxiety

associated with increased odds of preferential looking to the matched

object. Among infants who did not spend at least 50% of their time

with their mothers, the Anxiety block was only marginally associated

with RB Lag Two (X2 53.660, df51, p50.056) as was the OR associ-

ated with postnatal anxiety (OR51.072, p50.070).

To ensure that these findings could not be attributed to differen-

ces in antenatal anxiety or sensitivity levels among mothers in the two

groups we additionally performed independent samples t tests examin-

ing antenatal and postnatal anxiety within this subsample. Mothers

who did versus did not spend at least 50% of their time with their

infants did not significantly differ on levels of antenatal nor postnatal

anxiety, respectively, t(131)520.583, p50.561 and t(131)521.293,

p50.198.

4 | DISCUSSION

Although the importance of early life adversity upon child development

is now well recognized, whether it displays a consistently “negative”

impact on cognitive functioning throughout early life remains unclear.

Here, we report postnatal caregiving risk, in the form of both postnatal

self-reported maternal anxiety and low levels of observed sensitive

caregiving, associated with greater likelihood of memory during a rela-

tional binding task. This pattern was observed after controlling for

household income, post-conceptual age, breast-milk exposure duration,

and antenatal anxiety, and passed Bonferroni correction. In addition,

analyses indicate, especially in the case of maternal sensitivity, that the

findings are moderated by exposure to one’s mother, suggesting that

the infants’ experience in the caregiving relationship is an important

mechanism through which this association occurs.

Still, based on our results we cannot conclude that all early adver-

sity exerts an accelerating effect upon infant memory. Although not

Bonferroni corrected, our antenatal results may suggest opposing

effects of prenatal and postnatal experience. For example, in the model

examining caregiving adversity and memory performance after a brief

delay (Relational Binding Lag Two), antenatal anxiety negatively associ-

ated with preferential looking whereas postnatal adversity positively

did so. This is interesting given past research suggesting a negative

association between antenatal maternal anxiety and neurocognitive

performance (Evans et al., 2012; Mennes, Stiers, Lagae, & Van den

Bergh, 2006; Van den Bergh et al., 2005), as well as our own past

research suggesting opposing influences of ante- and postnatal mater-

nal anxiety on hippocampal growth, with antenatal maternal anxiety

predicting limited growth, and postnatal maternal anxiety predicting

enhancement from birth to six months of age (Qui et al., 2013).

Moreover, the current results, if substantiated in future research,

could also suggest that the relative contributions of antenatal and post-

natal adversity upon neurocognitive development may depend on the

availability of the postnatal signal. Similar to Wen et al.’s (2017) work

examining right frontal asymmetry, here we observed that the influ-

ence of postnatal adversity, especially in the case of low maternal sen-

sitivity, was stronger when infants were exposed to their mothers for

at least 50% of their waking hours. In contrast, the influence of antena-

tal anxiety was not significant in this group of infants, though it did

exhibit a significant (uncorrected) association with Lag Two relational

binding in the group of infants who spent <50% of their time with

their mothers. In the future, it will be important to better understand

the impact of maternal exposure as, if replicated, our findings may

more broadly suggest that there may be hierarchies in the weighting of

exposure types and/or timings in the shaping of early brain

development.

Maternal behaviors associated with anxiety, as well as those oper-

ationalized as “insensitive,” may be especially salient for infant develop-

ment. Primary functions of sensitive parenting include protecting the

infant from danger and managing infant distress in the face of chal-

lenges and threats (Ainsworth, 1967, 1989; Bowlby, 1969a,b; Main,

1981). If maternal support toward the infant is limited and/or maternal

behavior is harsh, infants may benefit from the accelerated develop-

ment of cognitive processes that associate context and behavior with

danger or distress. Similar to the current memory findings, past prelimi-

nary neuroimaging work suggests that higher levels of sensitivity are

related to less connectivity between memory regions (i.e., between the

entorhinal cortex and the hippocampus) in six month olds (Rifkin-Gra-

boi et al., 2015).
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Likewise, when faced with insensitive care and limited support

managing distress, infants may benefit from having enhanced internal

regulatory abilities. The hippocampus is not only responsible for asso-

ciative memory (Eichenbaum, 2004), but also plays an important role in

physiological reactivity during challenging or threating experiences

(Pruessner et al., 2008, 2010). Though traditionally these functions

have been considered divided by anterior and posterior hippocampal

regions, some argue there is considerable overlap, and that intermedi-

ate zones may play an important role in managing both cognitive and

emotional functioning (Fanselow & Dong, 2010). Thus, there is reason

to consider that the current findings suggest accelerated, hippocampal-

based memory development in the face of caregiving-risk.

Nevertheless, it may also be worth considering whether at six

months of age, the hippocampus is only beginning to subserve relational

memory, and that as infants begin relying on the hippocampus, their per-

formance temporarily decreases. Recently, Gomez and Edgin (2016) have

suggested that despite the importance of the hippocampus for associa-

tive memory in adults, during infancy, other brain structures may predom-

inantly underlie relational memory. In specific, they argue that CA1 is the

only hippocampal subregion sufficiently developed to support relational

memory. They further argue that while it is possible that CA1 could be

involved in memory during infant deferred imitation tasks, because of

repeated presentations during encoding in the case of deferred imitation

and the possibility that infants treat paired stimuli as unitary constructs in

the case of relational binding, the entorhinal and/or perirhinal cortex may

play an important role. Though Gomez and Edgin (2016) suggest that

tasks such as relational binding may not come under hippocampal control

until late infancy and/or childhood, the idea that with development

comes shifts in underlying neuroanatomy may still be relevant. That is,

we cannot ignore the possibility that rather than accelerating hippocam-

pal memory development, postnatal adversity delays the involvement of

the hippocampus in relational memory processing, and that at six months,

this results in the prolonged involvement of earlier developing neuroanat-

omy (e.g., perirhinal cortex). Functionally, then, six month olds who are

beginning to utilize newer hippocampal-dependent processes could be

initially prone to errors, though at later stages of development these

same infants might be expected to perform better than their peers.

Unfortunately, however, without concurrent task-based functional imag-

ing work and/or behavioral work that incorporates memory testing at

multiple time points within the first years of life, it is impossible to conclu-

sively determine whether our results indicate accelerated or delayed

memory development in relation to postnatal adversity. Although a small

sub-sample of GUSTO infants took part in non-task based imaging at six

months, the lack of concurrent task-based imaging data is a limitation,

and one that should be addressed in future studies.

Likewise, additional neuroimaging research may help to explain

why, similar to our aforementioned examination of breast milk expo-

sure (Cai et al., 2015), the association between individual differences in

postnatal experience and memory are most evident when memory is

assessed within the delayed condition of the Relational Binding Task.

Here, the strength of the associations between maternal caregiving

adversity and associative memory in RB Lag Two was robust, passing

Bonferonni Correction in our overall model. Nevertheless, RB Lag Two

performance was not related to Deferred Imitation nor RB Lag Zero

performance. Although we expected all variables to be reflective of the

same underlying construct (associative memory), and to involve much

of the same underlying neuroanatomy, it is, of course, possible that

they do not. Alternatively, it may have been that RB Lag Two was sim-

ply the most age-appropriate measure of associative memory at this

stage among these GUSTO infants. For example, infant temperament,

anxiety, and social behavior may have influenced behavior during the

deferred imitation task, where a stranger manipulated a puppet in front

of the child. Likewise, the testing situation may have been more stable

in relational binding than in deferred imitation, as the former was

always administered via computer whereas the latter was administered

by differing experimenters based on experimenter availability and

knowledge of the infants’ mother-tongue language. Though these

methodological differences cannot explain the differential findings in

the two relational binding conditions (i.e., Lag Zero and Lag Two), it is

of note that within the current subsample, as in Chong et al. (2015), we

only observed a basic memory effect in the Lag Two condition. This

may suggest that this condition represents a more relevant test for the

six month olds in our GUSTO sample.

Likewise, the degree of generalizability is unclear. Within the cur-

rent sample(s) of mothers the mean values for sensitivity (i.e., 0.23–

0.25) were considerably lower than what is expectable among mothers

fostering secure mother–infant attachment relationships (i.e., 0.58,

Pederson & Moran, 1995). In addition, among these mothers trait anxi-

ety was relatively high (i.e., higher than the 95% confidence interval

range among Singaporean women without anxiety disorder diagnoses)

(Thiagayson et al., 2013). Thus, it is possible that we examined relations

between infant memory and, specifically, caregiving risk within the

moderately high, though still not extreme, range. Whether this same

pattern would have been observed if more dyads exhibiting high

maternal sensitivity and extremely low maternal anxiety had been

included is unclear. Likewise, whether this same pattern would have

been apparent in infants faced with more extreme adversity is to be

determined. Indeed, the Adaptation to Context Model (ACM) notes the

importance of severity in experience, and indicates that both extremely

positive and extremely negative environments predict concurrent sen-

sitivity and adaptability (Del Giudice et al., 2011).

Nevertheless, our study had many strengths including the assess-

ment of parenting risk via both maternal report and behavioral observa-

tion, large sample size(s), and the examination of risk in relation to

cognitive development at a stage of life that is often difficult to assess.

Though much longitudinal work is needed to truly determine the man-

ner in which caregiving risk influences early life memory trajectories,

the current research highlights the importance of considering findings

within a developmental context and adds to research indicating that

caregiving risk is not always associated with “poorer” performance.

This latter point underscores the importance of caution in a climate

where demands for “objective” measures that can be employed across

cultures and research settings, may inadvertently encourage scientists

to move toward utilizing “poor” cognitive outcomes as indicators,

rather than frequent correlates, of negative life experience. As demon-

strated here, such an approach could result in incorrectly identifying
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families in special need (or not) of psychosocial interventions, as well as

inappropriate conclusions concerning the value of previously unstudied

cultural-specific parenting and educational practices associated with

“good” and “bad” infant cognitive outcomes.
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